Abstract. There is no canonical way of defining a product of distributions. In the present paper we compare two different methods of defining a product of distributions. These methods are based on the sequential and functional-analytic approaches to distributions.
Introduction. In many applications of distribution theory a product of distributions occurs. There is, however, no canonical way to define such a product. In this article we shall discuss two different methods of defining a product of two distributions. The sequential approach leads to one way of defining a product, and, using Fourier analysis, we obtain a second product based on the functional-analytic definition of distributions. We call this product the product in the Fourier sense; it is essentially defined as in [1] . We shall compare the two definitions and prove that if that product exists in the Fourier sense, it also exists in the sequential sense, and the products are equal.
This article is based on an undergraduate thesis published at the Department of Mathematics at Uppsala University in September 1981. Professor Christer O. Kiselman gave me invaluable help both with my undergraduate thesis and the present paper. I take this opportunity to thank him.
The sequential method. First let us study a product based on the sequential approach. To do this we will need so-called o-sequences: Let an, n > 1, be positive real numbers such that an -» 0 as n -» oo. Let dn G Co°°(fi(0, an)) where B(0,an)= {xGR":|x|<a"}.
Assume that
Idn(x) dx = 1 and that ¡\d"(x)\dx^M independently of n. Such a sequence will be called a ô-sequence.
Note that we only require that the Lx-norm of dn, n > 1, is uniformly bounded. It is customary to have stronger assumptions, for instance that dn are all positive as in [2] , or that dn(x) = nmdx(nx), n > 1.
We can now define a product of distributions. Definition 1. We say that the product of two distributions U and V exists in the sequential sense in Rm if (U* dn)(V* en) converges in the sense of distributions in Rm for all o-sequences (dn) and (en). Its limit is called the product of U and V.
Note that the assumption that the limit exists for all pairs of ô-sequences implies that the limit is independent of the choice of o-sequences. Definition 1 is slight modification of the product of distributions appearing in [2] : there the product is said to exist if (U* dn)(V* dn) converges in the sense of distribution for every ô-sequence (dn) with dn > 0, n > 1. This definition is strictly weaker than our definition as one sees from the example where o denotes the Dirac 6-function. Using the definition in [2] this equality holds, but the product 8PV(\/x) does not exist in the sense of Definition 1.
The Fourier method. We proceed to study a product using Fourier analysis and the functional analytic way of defining distributions. This product is essentially the product appearing in [1] and is a generalization of the product in [3] and [4, Theorem 8.2.10].
The Fourier transform of a distribution u with compact support is denoted by û and defined to be the function where the right-hand side denotes u acting on the function x -> e~2,"<x'^. The inverse Fourier transform of u, denoted by u, is defined by rsf^ ux(e2"'<x'(>).
We are now ready to state the definition of a product of distributions based on Fourier analysis. Definition 2. We say that the product of i/,Ke ¿&'(Rm) exists in the Fourier sense if for every x G Rm there exists a neighborhood Qx of x such that (i)3>(tix) X 3(tix) 3 (to, </*) -» j\(uUy(\pV)"\ g R is a continuous function,
(ii) J(uU)(ipvY = ¡(uV)(^U) for w, ^ g 3>(ttx).
The action of the product UVon u G¿^(í2^)is defined as follows:
UV(u)= f(uU)*(*pvy where ^ -1 on supp w.
Remarks. The assumed continuity of the function in (i) implies that u> -> j(uU)\^vy is continuous as a function of <o g <2¡(Q,/), i.e. this expression as a function of u g @>(QX) defines an element of 3>'(QX). By (ii) this product is independent of the choice of \p. The products UV in S)'(Çlx) for different x piece together to define a product UVin 3>'(Rm).
We also remark that the assumed continuity in (i) will be used only for very special sequences of test functions. Ambrose's definition, [1, p. 77], appears to be slightly more general than our Definition 2, his conditions (2.12) and (2.14) being combined into (i) here. However, when he uses the product in §4 of [1] , our definition would serve as well.
A theorem on the relation between the products in the sequential and Fourier senses.
We can now state our theorem on the relation between these two products, which says that if the product exists in the Fourier sense it also exists in the sequential sense and the products are equal.
Theorem. Assume that the product of U and V exists in the Fourier sense. Then For the proof of the theorem we need the following lemma.
Lemma. Let U,V,(dn) and (en) be as in the statement of the theorem and let a, »// G 3>(üx) be fixed. Then j((o>(U*dn))X*(U*en)y-((UU)*dJ((4,V)*eny) tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
Proof of Lemma. Let n be fixed. We write the integrand of the lemma as uif u(x)dn(x -s)e-2"<xf>dx\ ■vi[ft(y)e"(y-t)e2",<^dy-
We now change the variable x to z + s and y to w + t. This gives the following expression ulf u(z + s)d"(z)e-2"<z^e-2v'<s-(> dz) ■vljyp(w + t)en(w)e2,"<w't>e2,"(''i'> dw)
-ulf <c(s)dn(z)e-2^'^e-2^<s^ dz\ ■ vij ^(i)e»e2"^'{>e2"<''f> dw\.
Letting U and V act inside the integration signs this difference can be written as the sum of the following two integrals:
¡(dn{z)êrW<'^UX«{t + s) -uis^e-2"1• e"(w)e2"<w't>V,f(w + 0e2"/<a>) dzdw + f{dn(z)e-2-<^UMs)e-2^'i> ■e"(w)e2"(w'^Vt(^(w + t)-xp(t))e2,"<'^)dzdw where for instance Us(u(z + s) -w(j))e-2"'<s'£> denotes U acting on the function
